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Outing to

JUNE SPRINKLED SHOWER OF JUBILANCE AND JOY ON ALL!

Almora

English Week
 English Quiz
 English Spell
Bee
 Story Telling
 Poetry Out loud
 Show and Tell
 On Spot

June gave a golden chance to us all show our
finesse in different skills as we took part in all the
events of Abhyudaya - 2022 held at Ashok Hall
Girls’ Residential School, Majkhali. We went there
with all our might and trained hard to face a tough
competition. In some events we made our mark and
in some others we realized at the end of the day
that our preparation needed some more thrust to
beat those who were best on that day. In a nutshell, it was a good exposure to
our strengths as well as our where we needed more diligence and
perseverance to hone our skills further.
Danish Jasraj, XII – Sc.

Reporting
 Book Review
 Debate
 Elocution
 Monologue
 Skit Competition
 News Reading

MAGIC SHOW

‘Positive Thinking’ is not something that we can acquire as easily as we think. It
is a sort of mental make- up that needs training as well as our inclination to see
something positive even in an unsavoury situation. It is a kind of camouflage to
hide our disappointments and also our helplessness at times. Day is obviously
bright. However, the night is more alive and more richly coloured than the day.
Differently coloured night, in more ways than one, stands apart and shows its
distinction when the time is ripe.
After all, positive anything is better than negative nothing. By
being positive, we can climb a mountain and cross the sea
and thus ‘can’t’ stands removed from our everyday
vocabulary. It does not need any effort to believe that life is
worth living and in course of time it becomes a fact. Like
‘money makes the mare go’, similarly positive thoughts
make the day according to our taste and expectation.
Therefore, be positive and get going in life. Otherwise, life
becomes a hard nut to crack.
Arpit Jain, XII Com.

MOVIE TIME
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J

une paved way for an energetic inter school
competition in which four schools namely–
Beersheeba Public School, Mount Sinai school,
Government Public School Majkhali and our own school
as the boys fought hard till the end
and smash, defence and block of
the players impressed the audience
quite a lot. The tournament was
won by the team of Beersheeba
and GDBMS team became the
runners up. Certainly, all the players
involved and the spectators got
charged up to know in further detail
and play the game in future.

All dreams shattered
Words slithered away
It is hard to see when you are on
a wrong way.
Now lost in clouds of misery
All my past comes back to me
Can’t close my eyes, there’s no
choice
I have to see.
A cold fog grips my heart
And strangles resilience
Which was once my part.
The fog which was strong
enough to blind
But is always difficult for it to
Stand and thrive.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

BIRTHDAY PARTY

Parth Bhagat, XII Sc.

E

nglish Week was held from 13th June to 18th June in the school auditorium. Various
activities were part of the week. All the four houses were represented by their
respective participants. Almost every student from each house had a chance to
participate in some activities or the other as entries were restricted by two individual
activities and one group activity for a participant. Since these were in-house competitions,
they did serve the purpose of talent-hunt in a way. When a student reaches the stage, his
nervousness and stage-fright take a back seat and he becomes bold enough to come out
of his shell of inhibition, thus a
speaker or/and an actor is invented.
It is also a suitable platform to hone
one’s skills in language acquisition.
These inter-house activities ease
the task of selecting participants for
inter-school competitions as well.

A

fter football fever it was time for the boys to show their skills in
cricket as the students of four houses played against each other
and showcased their sheer strength and passion for the game.
Cricket being the most popular sport in our country right now, got
much support from everyone and the players entertained the audience
with lofty shots and trick balls to ace the game and beat their
opponents. In the end, the spirit of the game rose quite high and the
game paved way for a brighter future in this regard.
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